BIG LEAF-COLLECTING PERFORMANCE
FOR NOT-SO-BIG YARDS.

6.50 PUSH MODEL
When the terrain is level, this model rolls easily on big
14" diameter wheels...even with a full load. The manualstarting Quantum engine is plenty powerful
and has a compression-release feature, so it
starts with just an easy pull.
• Manual- Starting

With gale-force suction, the powerful Walk-Behind DR® LEAF and LAWN VACUUM cleans
your lawn of leaves, grass clippings, pine cones, pine needles, most nuts and more...while
you move forward at a comfortable walking speed.
In highly landscaped areas, the Walk-Behind LEAF and LAWN VACUUM gets up close to

BRIGGS & STRATTON 650 SERIES
ENGINE (6.50 ft-lbs torque):
Overhead valve, cast-iron
cylinder sleeve, 2 year
engine warranty for
residential use;
90 days for
commercial use.

flower beds and shrubs without risk of damaging valuable plants. You can quickly collect
debris along foundations, stone walls and fences. Or make quick turns around trees. And at
just 28" wide you can even squeeze through garden gates, for complete property cleanup.
So throw away your rake. And enjoy the speed and ease of vacuum cleaning.

MULTIPLE SPEEDS

26"-WIDE ACU-VAC™ INTAKE

Self-propelled models feature three speeds (1.2 to
2.2 mph), so you can select the pace that’s right for
you and the terrain.

is controlled from the operator’s position. Open it wide
for collecting thick layers of leaves or just a little, for
collecting hard-to-pick-up pine needles and nuts. Close
the intake completely and suction is directed to the
optional on-board Vacuum Hose Attachment.

4-TO-1 VOLUME REDUCTION
As leaves and debris are collected they are also
compressed. That means you can reduce four bushels
of debris into the area of just one.

LIFETIME SOLID STEEL IMPELLER
is similar to the impeller used on our Tow-Behind
models. Spins at 3,250 rpm to create a 123 mph
suction force. Guaranteed against damage or defects
for as long as you own the LEAF and LAWN VACUUM!

DUST-TAMER™ TOP SHIELD is a solid polyethylene
cover that directs vacuumed debris and dust downward
into the bag...and away from the operator’s face.

SEMI-PNEUMATIC TIRES are puncture proof, for
years of trouble-free performance.
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ELECTRIC-STARTING
SELF-PROPELLED
MODEL

6.50 SELF-PROPELLED MODELS
For hilly property, large yards and uneven terrain, our
Self-Propelled models can’t be beat.
Just select your speed, squeeze the lever and go. All you need to
do is steer, while walking along at a pace that suits you and the
terrain. Getting started is easy, too. Choose the easy-pull
manual-start model or flip a switch to power-up the
electric-starting model.
• Manual- or Electric-Starting

INSTANT HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT
Fine-tune the vacuum nozzle height with one crank.
Raise it higher when vacuuming deep leaves and in
long grass. Lower it for creating a powerful suction
when vacuuming hard surfaces such as driveways,
patios, and garage floors.

BRIGGS & STRATTON 650 SERIES ENGINE
(6.50 ft-lbs torque):
Overhead valve, castiron cylinder sleeve,
2 year engine
warranty for
residential use;
90 days for
commercial use.

LARGE-DIAMETER WHEELS
Large, 14"-diameter wheels make for easy rolling
and handling. Self-Propelled models feature
treaded rear drive wheels for extra traction.

PROTECTED BY A 2-YEAR WARRANTY
against defects in materials and workmanship
in residential use; 90 days commercial use.

BUILT WITH PRIDE
All DR® LEAF and LAWN VACUUMS
are proudly made in the USA.

SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL
HOSE ATTACHMENT
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DR® LEAF AND LAWN VACUUMS

Our Push model is ideal for cleaning smaller yards that are
flat and without hills.

